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exist It is a Who's Who of the Chinese Qtherworld,
compiled from the Chinese and foreign works named in
the Bibliography, from personal observations in Chinese
temples, houses and streets, and from conversations
with Chinese scholars, priests and peasants during
forty-eight years' residence in China The people narned
in it live, or lived (for gods die also), m that Other-
world and are honoured or worshipped by those in
this world	Chinese literature abounds in
allusions to them, and they are not only represented
in pictures but form the principal motif in embroidery
patterns and m the decoration applied to furniture,
implements, etc It has been said 'If you wish to
understand a strange people, first study their gods '
A knowledge of these is essential to a proper under-
standing of the Chinese mmd, of Chinese history, lit-
erature, art and drama "—Pref
Williams, CAS Outlines of Chinese
symbolism An alphabetical compen-
dium of antique legends and beliefs, as
reflected in the manners and customs of
the Chinese Peipmg, Customs college
pr, 1931 423 numb 1 il, pi (part col)
26cm 21s	291
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Encyclopaedia   of   the  social  sciences,
editor-m-chief, ERA Sehgman, asso-
ciate editor, Alvm Johnson N Y , Mac-
millan, 1930-35 15v 28cm set, $112 50
303
v 1, Introductions—I, Development of social thought
and institutions (12 articles), II, The Social sciences as
disciplines (11 articles), Encyclopaedia articles A-All,
v2-15, All-Z, Index
The first comprehensive encyclopedia of the whole
field of the social sciences, projected and prepared under
the auspices of ten learned societies American anthro-
pological assoc , American assoc of social workers,
American economic assoc , American historical assoc ,
American political science assoc , American psychologi-
cal assoc , American sociological society, American sta-
tistical assoc , Assoc of American law schools, National
education assoc In preparation since 1927 Aims to
cover all important topics in the fields of political
science, economics, law, anthropology, sociology, pe-
nology, and social work, and the social aspects of
ethics, education, philosophy, psychology, biology,
geography, medicine, art, etc Is international in
scope and treatment but fuller for the English-speak-
ing world and western Europe than for other regions
or interests Articles are by specialists and signed by
full names not merely initials, and there are bibliog-
raphies which in the mam are adequate and in un-
usually good form Includes many biographies of de-
ceased persons, about 50 per cent of articles are bio-
graphical
Dictionnaire de sociologie, famihale, po-
htique, economique, spintuelle, generale,
 publie sous la direction de G Jacquemet
avec le concours de nombreux coilabo-
rateurs Pans, Letouzey, 1931-35 v 1-2.
28cm 30fr per fasc., sub 20fr	303
v 1-2, A-A\oue
Signed articles, witn bibliographies often of some
length Contains biographies, and many short articles
on tribes, clans, etc From the Cathol c pomt of view
Handworterbuch der soziologie, in ver-
bmdung- mit G Briefs, F Eulenburg, F.
Oppenheimer [u anderen] hrsg von Al-
fred Vierkandt Stuttgart, Enke, 1931
690p 27cm M6S	303
Contaias long signed articles on ratner large subjects,
with bnef bibliographies, including mainly German
titles Two indexes (1) names, (2) smaller subjects
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Bacon, Connne. Standard catalog: So-
cial sciences section 2d ed rev and enl ,
about 1300 titles of the most useful
books on social, economic and educa-
tional questions [and 5th supplement]
N Y, Wilson, 1927-32 160p and suppl
63p. 26cm	016 3
Useful annotated list, particularly for selection of
books lor small and medium sized libraries The sup-
plement adds 175 books and 30 pamphlets for 1928-32,
and a new ed of the whole revised to 1934 is in-
cluded in the new combined volume of the Standard
catalog for public libraries 1934 For description see
under Bibliography, p 415
Bibliographic der sozialwissenschaften
Monatshefte der buch-und zeitschnften-
hteratur des m- und auslandes uber ge-
sellschaft, pohtik, wirtschaft, finanzen,
statistik Hrsg vom Statistischen Reich-
samt 1905-33 Berlin, Reiniar Hobbmg,
1906-33 * v 1-29 24cm M74peryr 0163
v 1-3 (1905-07) issued as a section of Kntuche
blatter fur die gesamten sozwlwiszenschaften, v4-8
(1908-12) as a section of the continuation of that jour-
nal, Blatter fur die gesamten sozialwissenschaften,
v 9- , issued independently
A classified subject list with alphabetical indexes,
listing both the book and periodical literature of the
various subdivisions of the social and political sciences
A comprehensive current bibliography of the subject,
containing a large amount of valuable material but dif-
ficult to use quickly because of lack of cumulations An
annual cumulation (Jahrbuch) was published in 3v for
the years 1905-08
Documentation econormque; bibliogra-
phic tnmestnelle, publie les analyses
classees par sujets des articles parus dans

